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Part 1 General part

Section 1 General provisions

Article 1.1 Applicability of the regulations
These regulations apply to the education and examinations as part of the Master's degree programmes of the Faculty of Science (hereinafter referred to as 'the faculty'), and contain the applicable procedures, rights and obligations with regard to teaching, interim examinations and examinations for students enrolled for the first time as of September 1, 2014. Part 1 of the Regulations includes provisions applicable to all Master’s degree programmes; in Part 2 additional specific provisions for the programme Biology are listed.

Article 1.2 Definitions
Insofar as they are also mentioned in the Higher Education and Research Act and/or the structure regulations of Radboud University, the concepts used in aforementioned Act and/or regulations will have the same meaning as in this Act. In these regulations the following definitions apply:

- writing a thesis;
- writing a paper, carrying out a project, or developing an analytical design;
- carrying out an analytical design or a research assignment;
- conducting a literary study;
- writing a computer programme
- doing an internship;
- taking part in fieldwork or excursions;
- carrying out experiments;
- taking part in another educational activity aimed at acquiring certain skills;

f. interim examination: an examination testing the knowledge, understanding and skills of the student in relation to a certain unit of study as well as an assessment of the results of that test by at least one examiner designated by the Examination Board;

g. examination: a review of the student's academic achievements, in which the Examination Board assesses whether or not all interim examinations of the units of study that are part of the Master's programme have been successfully completed, insofar as the Examination Board has not determined that the examination also includes an examination by the Examination Board, testing the knowledge, understanding and skills of the candidate as well as an assessment of the results of that test (in accordance with Article 7.10 of the Act);

h. Examination Board: the Examination board of the programme set up in accordance with
Article 7.12 of the Act;
i. examiner: the person designated by the Examination Board in accordance with Article 7.12 of
the Act who administers the interim examinations;
j. EC: European Credits, the unit used to indicate the study load in accordance with the
European Credit Transfer System. 1 EC is equal to 28 hours of study;
k. specialisation: a cohesive specialized programme within the Master’s programme that has
been approved as such by the Faculty Board;
l. obtaining a degree (Article 4.1): the declaration of the Examination Board that the
requirements for the diploma have been met;
m. working day: Monday to Friday, except statutory holidays and other days marked as collective
holidays by the RU;
n. Prospectus: the prospectus for one of the programmes as referred to in article 1.1 containing
specific information about the Master’s programme;
o. institution: Radboud University Nijmegen;
p. faculty: Faculty of Science;
q. free choice electives: university component enabling assessment.

Article 1.3 The Master’s programmes and specialisations
1. The faculty provides the following Master’s programmes with a study load of 120 EC:
   a Biology
   b Computing Science
   c Medical Biology
   d Molecular Life Sciences
   e Physics and Astronomy
   f Science
   g Chemistry
   h Mathematics

2. The faculty provides the following Master’s programme with a study load of 60 EC:
   a. Information Sciences

3. The Master’s programmes of the Faculty of Science mentioned in article 1.3.1. each have a number
   of specialisations. These specialisations are described in article 1.3.6, article 1.3.7, article 1.3.8 as
   well as the programme specific part of paragraph 7.

4. One of the following three specialisations, which will henceforth be referred to as “Faculty”
specialisations, can be chosen in the Master’s programmes as described in 1.3.1. a, c, d, e, f, g, h:
   a) Science, Management and Innovation
   b) Science in Society
   c) Science and Education

   In the Master’s programme Computing Science, students can choose from two of the three
   aforementioned specialisations: Science, Management and Innovation and Science in Society.

   These Faculty specialisations are further described in article 1.3.6, article 1.3.7 and article 1.3.8.

5. The aforementioned Faculty specialisations consist of 60 EC worth of programme specific
components (for more information regarding these, please see the programme specific part of the Education and Examination Regulations) as well as 60 EC worth of specialisation specific components, as described below in article 1.3.6, article 1.3.7 and article 1.3.8.

6. The Faculty specialisation Science, Management and Innovation is at least comprised of the following components with the corresponding number of credits:

   a) Courses, to be chosen by the student, from one of the following themes: 1) Climate and Energy, or 2) Health. With approval from the Examination Board, another societal beta theme can also be chosen. Depending on the chosen theme, the students will take 12 EC worth of compulsory courses of the Science, Management and Innovation specialisation, consisting of:

   - Core theme course (6 EC)
     For the theme Climate and Energy: NWI-FMT022 Climate and Energy
     For the theme Health: NWI-FMT023 The future of health: from the laboratory to the clinic and from utopia to applications
   - Other theme courses (a total of 6 EC)
     a) For the theme Climate and Energy, students can choose from:
        NWI-FMT020 The bio-economy (3 ec)
        NWI-FMT026 Energy modelling (3 ec)
        NWI-MM020 Sustainable consumption and production (3 ec)
     b) For the theme Health, students can choose from:
        NWI-FMT021 Neuroscience (3 ec)
        NWI-FMT025 Synthetic bio-chemistry, nanomedicine and tissue engineering: from research lab to clinic (3 ec)

   For a specific societal beta theme, a specific set of (thematic) courses, worth of 12 EC, will be comprised by arrangement.

   b) Compulsory components of the specialisation Science, Management and Innovation (12 EC) consist of:

   - NWI-FMT003E Innovation Management (6 ec)
   - NWI-FMT024 Policy & Economics (3 ec)
   - NWI-FMT006A Entrepreneurship: Making a Business Plan (3 ec)
   - NWI-FMT019 Methods in Societal Research (3 ec)

   c) Free choice electives (3 EC)

   d) Science, Management and Innovation final research project of 30 EC

7. The Faculty specialisation Science in Society is at least comprised of the following components with the corresponding number of credits:

   a) Compulsory components with a minimum of 21 EC

   - NWI-FC002B Science and Societal Interaction (3 ec)
   - NWI-FC003B Risk Communication (3 ec)
   - NWI-FC0010C Framing Knowledge (3 ec)
- NWI-FC0011C Knowledge Society (3 ec)
- NWI-FC0013C Science and Media (3 ec)
- NWI-FC0043B Science and Public Policy (3 ec)
- NWI-FC0044B Methods of Societal Research (3 ec)

b) Specialisation electives with a minimum of 6 EC

c) Free choice electives (3 EC)

d) Science in Society internship and report of 30 EC

8. The Faculty specialisation Science and Education is at least comprised of the following components with the corresponding number of credits:

a) Courses (5 EC)
b) Self evaluation (10 EC)
c) Supervised internship (15 EC)
d) Proposal and research project (10 EC)
e) Self evaluation 2 (5 EC)
f) Independent internship (15 EC)

These components are provided by the Radboud Teachers Academy. If the student is exempt from a part of the abovementioned components, for example because they have completed the educational minor programme during their Bachelor’s programme or due to any other relevant reason, the corresponding number of ECs will be replaced with programme specific components.

9. The student’s selection of Master’s programme components must be approved by the Examination Board at least 6 months before the intended examination date. The Examination Board will provide their assessment within a month of submittal.

Article 1.4 Objectives of the programme

The objectives of the programme are:

a. Acquisition of knowledge, skills and insights in the relevant field
b. Development of academic competences
c. Preparation for future career
d. Deepening of qualifications in the field of independent scientific research;

e. With regard to the specialisation Science, Management, and Innovation: acquisition of knowledge, skills and insights, as well as a societal beta theme, in the relevant fields of business;
f. With regard to the specialisation Science in Society: acquisition of knowledge, skills and insights in the relevant fields of Science in Society;
g. With regard to the specialisation Science and Education: acquisition of competencies as a teacher.

Section 2 Outline and type of the programmes

Article 2.1 Type of programme
All programmes are full-time programmes.

**Article 2.2 Outline of the programme**
The number of courses and cohesion of the courses are further outlined in the programme specific part of the Education and Examination Regulations.

**Section 3 Language of the programmes**

**Article 3.1 Language**

1. The programme is offered in English; the interim examinations and the final examination are administered in English, with the exception of the Science and Education specialisation, which is offered in Dutch. For programmes offered in English, the Radboud University Code of Conduct with regard to foreign languages applies. (see appendix)

2. To take part in the programme and the interim examinations that are offered in Dutch, students must have a sufficient level of proficiency in Dutch. For non-native students this requirement is met by successfully completing the state examination in Dutch as a second language, level 2. If required, the Examination Board may make a decision as to whether the student’s Dutch language proficiency is sufficient.

3. To take part in the programme and the interim examinations that are offered in English, students must have a sufficient level of proficiency in English. This requirement is satisfied if the student:
   a. has a higher vocational training (HBO) degree; or
   b. has a Dutch university Bachelor’s degree; or
   c. has successfully completed one of the following tests:
      ▪ TOEFL with a score of 550 or higher for the paper version;
      ▪ TOEFL with a score of 213 or higher for the computer version;
      ▪ TOEFL with a score of 79 or higher for the internet version;
      ▪ IELTS with a score of 6.0 or higher
      ▪ the Cambridge CAE or CPE with a minimum grade C

If required, the Examination Board may judge whether the student’s English language proficiency is sufficient.

**Section 4 Interim examinations and examinations**

**Article 4.1 Programme examinations**

Students who pass the final examination of the programme obtain the degree of Master of Science (MSc).

**Article 4.2 Types of interim examinations**

1. Students complete a course by means of an interim examination. The interim examinations may consist of multiple components and may be of the following type:
   a. written examinations and/or
   b. oral examinations and/or
   c. practical exercises plus a report and/or
   d. computer exercises and/or
   e. computer examinations and/or
   f. oral presentations.
2. At the student’s request, the Examination Board may allow an interim examination to be taken in another way than aforementioned.

3. For students with some form of disability or impairment, allowances will be made in the administration of interim examinations to the utmost extent possible so that their individual disability will not prevent them from taking part in an interim examination. If necessary, the Examination Board will seek expert advice before taking a decision in such matters. If students wish to make use of these allowances they must apply for these at least 2 weeks in advance.

4. Oral examinations will be given to one person at a time, unless the Examination Board determines otherwise.

5. Oral interim examinations will not be administered publicly, unless the Examination Board or the examiner in question has decided otherwise in a specific case, or if the student has made objections to this.

6. Oral examinations will take place in the presence of a second examiner or an observer appointed by the Examination Board. In special cases, the examination may determine that a recording is to be made of the examination.

7. For each programme component, the type of examination is indicated by the examiner, under approval of the Examination Board, at the beginning of the academic year. In exceptional cases, the examiner can change the type of examination at a later date in the academic year, though this will always take place before the start of the component in question and with the approval of the Examination Board.

8. The students are obliged to register on time for an examination in accordance with the applicable provisions. See article 4.3

**Article 4.3 Registration for examinations**

Students who have registered for a course on Osiris are automatically registered for the first exam opportunity of that course. In case a student wishes to not participate in the exam, they are obliged to deregister for the examination on time. The time periods in which the student can register and deregister for examinations are outlined in the appendix “Rules for interim examinations”.

**Article 4.4 Interim examinations periods and frequency**

1. In each academic year there will be at least 2 opportunities to take interim examinations with the exception of laboratory courses or practical parts of courses, which can be taken at least once per academic year. Examinations will take place subsequent to the course and for a period to be determined. The “Rules for interim examinations” limiting eligibility for examination are applicable (see appendix).

2. Contrary to the provisions in Article 4.4.1, if a certain component is no longer offered after a particular year, students are given at least one opportunity in the following year to take an interim examination of that component.

3. Should, for the first academic year, a particular course no longer be taught, one more opportunity to take part in the written interim examination of that course will be provided in that year.

**Article 4.5 Re-examinations**

1. If an examination is retaken, the grade that was obtained last will count.

2. If an examination is retaken two or more times, the Examination Board will, as a rule, lay down additional examination requirements for the component.

**Article 4.6 Period of validity**

1. The period of validity of courses completed in the programme is unlimited.
2. Contrary to the provision of Article 4.4.1, the Examination Board may introduce additional requirements if the content of certain courses has changed drastically since the interim examinations were taken.

**Article 4.7 Assessment and notification of the results of interim examinations**

1. On the same day of the oral interim examination, the examiner will determine the result, and will subsequently provide the student with a written confirmation of this result.

2. The examiner will determine the result of a written interim examination within 15 business days of the day on which it was written, on the condition that there be at least 10 days between the determination of results and the next occasion to take the interim examination, and will provide the Centre of Educational Services of the faculty with the necessary information for issuing written proof of the results to the student. Within two working days after the determination of results, the students will have access to their results.

3. The results of an examination are determined by an examiner on a scale of 1 (=lowest possible grade) to 10 (=highest possible grade), in which only halved and rounded grades will be awarded. However, the grade of 5.5 will not be awarded. When rounding up a grade between 5 and 6, a grade lower than 5.5 will be rounded down to a five (5), meaning the student has failed this component of the programme, whereas a grade of 5.5 or higher will be rounded up to a six (6), meaning this component of the programme has been successfully passed. In addition to numbered grades, the results “passed” and “failed” can also be awarded.

4. In exceptional cases, the examiner may extend the period mentioned under 2 by a maximum of 10 business days.

5. For every interim examination that is not oral or written the Examination Board determines in advance in what way and at what time the student will receive a written proof of the result. This term is no longer than 30 days after the interim examination.

6. The interim examination outcome statement informs students of their right of inspection, as referred to in Article 4.7, and also that they may appeal to the Examination Appeals Board.

7. The period in which students can appeal a decision by the Examination Board to the Examination Appeals Board is four weeks.

**Article 4.8 Rules and regulations for the Examination Board**

1. The Examination Board is charged with the responsibilities and authorities as outlined in the Act, among which ensuring the quality of the examinations and interim examinations.

2. The Examination Board sets rules regarding the decent state of affairs during interim examinations and the appropriate measures to this effect.

3. The Examination Board can provide the examiners with rules and guidelines regarding the assessment of the examinee and the determination of examination results.

**Article 4.9 Right of inspection**

1. On request, students will be given the opportunity to inspect their assessed work during a period of at least 30 days following the publication of the results of a written interim examination. If so requested, the student will receive, at cost price, a copy of that work, insofar as the essay questions are concerned.

2. During the term mentioned in Article 4.9.1, any examined party involved will have access to the questions and assignments of the interim examination, and if possible, to the standards used in the assessment.

3. The Examination Board may determine that the inspection or taking cognizance shall take place at a designated place and at a minimum of two fixed points in time. If the person in question can
prove that he or she cannot attend or has not been able to attend due to force majeure at the time and place thus determined, he or she will be given another opportunity to do so, if possible within the time period mentioned in Article 4.9.1.

4. In all cases, provided they has been timely requested by the student, opportunities for assessment inspection can be provided up until five business days prior to the next occasion to take the interim examination.

5. The examiner shall keep written interim examinations and other parts of written interim examinations that count in determining the result, such as papers, assignments and the like, for at least two years after the interim examination has taken place. Master reports and master theses must remain available to assessments, accreditations and the inspector and shall be kept for seven years.

6. Student files containing testimonials shall be kept at least one calendar year after an examination.

**Article 4.10 Exemption**

At a student’s request, and after having consulted the examiner in question, the Examination Board may exempt the student in question from taking an interim examination if:

a. the student has finished a course at a university or higher vocational education (HBO) institute of a similar content and level, or

b. the student can prove that sufficient knowledge and skills with regard to a certain course have been acquired through work experience.

**Article 4.11 Final examination**

1. As soon as the student has submitted sufficient proof of having passed the required interim examinations he/she is allowed to register for the Master’s examination.

2. The Examination Board will determine the result of the final examination and will determine the regulations concerning the standards used in the assessment.

3. Prior to determining the result of the final examination, the Examination Board can evaluate and assess the knowledge of the student concerning one or more components or aspects of the programme if this is motivated by the results.

**Article 4.12 Degree**

1. Those who have passed the final examination and have applied to the requirements of 4.12.2 will obtain the degree of Master of Science (MSc). The degree obtained will be stated on the certificate of the examination. The name of the successfully completed specialisation, as a differentiation within the Master’s programme, will also be stated on the certificate of the examination. In case the specialisation Science and Education, as described in article 1.3, has been completed successfully, the Radboud Teachers Academy will also grant the student a first-degree teacher’s certification.

2. The degree, as described in 4.12.1, is only awarded if the student has obtained at least half of their EC at the Radboud University.

3. Those who have obtained the right to a diploma may request the Examination Board to withhold awarding it.

4. Unless the Examination Board has decided to postpone upon request, the diploma in question will be awarded to the party involved.

**Article 4.13 Honours**

1. Complying with the regulations as described in this Article, the Examination Board has the authority to award honours to a passed examination.
2. The following awarded honours are possible.
   a. “cum laude” is awarded in case the weighted average of the final grade of the components as referred to in clause 3 is larger than or equal to 8.0, or;
   b. “summa cum laude” is awarded in case the weighted average of the final grade of the components as referred to in clause 3 is larger than or equal to 9.0.
3. The weighted average required for honours is calculated from all components of the Master’s programme for which a grade has been awarded on a scale of 1 to 10, with the exemption of extracurricular components.
4. The number of ECs of the component as referred to in clause 3 counts as a weight factor when calculating the weighted average grade, unless the programme specific part of these Education and Examination Regulations state otherwise.
5. Honours shall not be awarded if the student has taken part in the re-examination for more than 10 percent (one or more components) of the total study load of the Master’s programme, or when the student has taken part in the re-examination of a particular interim examination more than once, subject to the authority of the Examination Board decide otherwise.
6. Honours shall not be awarded if a student has been found guilty of committing fraud for one or more of the components in the Master’s programme.

**Article 4.14 Sequence of interim examinations (also see paragraph 8)**

1. The final project of the specialisation Science, Management and Innovation can only be completed after the core theme course as well as Methods in Societal Research, as described in article 1.3.6.a and b, have been completed successfully.
2. The final project of the specialisation Science in Society can only be completed after 12 EC of the Science in Society components, including Methods in Societal Research, as described in 1.3.7.a, are successfully completed.
3. The internships of the specialisation Science and Education can only be completed after 30 EC worth of components pertaining to the relevant Master’s programme, including the practical assignments with regard to the research internship of the programme, have been successfully completed and/or exemption for these components has been granted.

**Article 4.15 Components of a different programme**

With approval from the Examination Board, students can substitute a component of their own Master’s programme with a component from another university programme. When granting approval, the Examination Board will decide to what extent the Education and Examination Regulations of that programme apply.

**Article 4.16 Fraud and plagiarism**

1. If an examiner or supervisor suspects or finds proof of fraud, plagiarism, or other irregularities during or at assessment of an interim examination or written assignment, he will inform both the Examination Board of the programme involved and the student concerned in writing. The student will be allowed to finish the examination.
2. The Examination Board will assess as soon as possible, but with a maximum of 20 working days, whether fraud or plagiarism has indeed been committed and if so, which measures are to be taken. The Examination Board will only make a decision when the student involved has been heard, or has been offered the opportunity to be heard. A written report will be made of the hearing.
3. In case of fraud or plagiarism, a note will be made in the student’s record.
4. In case of fraud during an examination, the examination concerned will not be assessed. As a result, the student will have lost one of their examination opportunities.
5. Following Art. 7.12, paragraph 2 under b of the Act, the measures to be taken by the Examination Board in case of fraud or plagiarism can mean the student will be denied taking part in one or more yet to be determined interim examinations or examinations, for a maximum period of 12 months.

6. In case of serious fraud, the Institute Board can terminate the student’s enrolment at the, if so advised by the Examination Board.

7. In addition to the measures listed under 5, in case of plagiarism the Examination Board can require the student to write a new assignment, on a subject to be determined by the examiner responsible for the examination concerned.

Section 5 Student counselling

Article 5.1 Monitoring of student progress
1. The faculty records the students’ individual study results.
2. The faculty provides each student with an overview of his or her study results at least once a year.

Article 5.2 Student counselling
3. The faculty is responsible for offering guidance to students in introducing them to university life, as well as counselling the students enrolled in the programme, also for the purpose of acquainting them with the study possibilities within and outside the programme.
4. If needed, the faculty will provide the student with oral advice on the continuing of their studies either within or outside of the faculty, and on potential other possibilities for development.
Part 2 Regulations Specific to the Programme

Master's Programme in Biology

Section 6 Applicability of Regulations – General Provisions
The General Provisions of these Regulations apply to the education and examinations of this Master’s Programme unless stated otherwise in the following regulations.

Article 6.a Learning objectives
In addition to the general objectives as outlined in Article 1.4.1 of these regulations, the Master’s programme Biology aims to educate students as such that they are able to do the following after obtaining their Master’s degree:

a. Capable, based on broad and up-to-date knowledge of biological and/or biomedical processes, in combination with specialist knowledge (theories, methods, techniques) and research experience in at least one sub-area of this field, of setting up and conducting research aimed at acquiring new knowledge and insight in this research area
b. Capable of formulating new questions and hypotheses in the biological/ biomedical field, and familiar with the research methods and state-of-the-art techniques to solve them, taking into account available equipment and resources
c. Capable of setting up and conducting scientific experiments in an independent manner, including the related controls, of using models and theories to explain the results, and of evaluating the results in terms of well-founded scientific conclusions
d. Capable of independently identifying, critically reading and comprehending relevant, up-to-date international literature from different disciplines, of discriminating essential from non-essential information, and of integrating new information in his overall view on nature
e. Capable of using concepts from different organization levels in biology, in combination with those from physics, chemistry and mathematics, to solve a complex biological/ biomedical problem at a specific abstraction level
f. Capable of writing down the results of a research project in the form of a master thesis, in accordance with the standards of an academic article
g. Capable of independent professional practice whereby, depending on the chosen variant, the emphasis is put on conducting fundamental scientific research (under supervision), or on transferring or applying existing scientific knowledge, thereby taking into account his own competences
h. Capable of asking adequate questions with a critical and constructive attitude towards analysis and resolving of complex biological and/or biomedical problems
i. Capable of defending his view and of critically evaluating other views in a scientific discussion
j. Capable of presenting and discussing the results of a research project in the form of an oral presentation for experts and colleague students
k. Capable of working in or leading a project team, including the making of plans, the distribution of tasks, the integration of sub-projects and the joint evaluation of results
l. Capable of integrating ethical aspects in his professional practice, along with the ability to reflect on the potential implications for society
m. Capable, through self-reflection and conversations with others, of assessing his own performance and possibilities on the labour market

Students who have chosen the research-related specialisation as outlined in Article 7.1.a to 7.1.d are additionally capable of the following after obtaining their Master’s degree:

a. Capable, based on specialized knowledge and research experience in two distinct sub-areas of biological/ biomedical sciences, of setting up and performing experiments in an independent manner, including the design of appropriate checks and evaluation of the results in a given time frame.
b. Capable of writing down the results of a research project according to the exact format of a scientific journal.

c. Capable of writing a research proposal according to the criteria of external scientific organizations.

d. Capable of starting up a PhD research project within his biological/ biomedical field of expertise.

Students who have chosen the specialisation as outlined in Article 7.1.e are additionally capable of the following after obtaining their Master’s degree:

a. Graduates have gained deep knowledge on their theme, based on, on the one hand, connections made between their own science discipline and other science disciplines, and, on the other, approaches from fields that study society, politics and policy, economics and companies (remember/understand).

b. With this knowledge, they can analyse specific problems within their theme, are able to name a range of approaches to address the problem, and argue for and select feasible options, taking into account the full width of technological, societal, political and economic perspectives (understand/analyse).

c. The students are proficient in the use of methods and techniques, including basic financial and economic ones, to substantiate strategies and plans, and are able to effectively use a wide variety of information and communication channels (apply/evaluate).

d. The students can balance perspectives and interests in the specific context of a company, governmental organisation or international organisation, or in configurations of those and other actors, in order to formulate feasible strategies and plans to implement options to address their thematic challenges (evaluate/create).

e. The students are capable of clearly communicating their insights and choices to others, both in written and in spoken form (communicate).

f. The students are capable of working in multidisciplinary teams; they know how to divide tasks based on knowledge and competencies and how to take responsibility, and they respect diverging views.

Students who have chosen the specialisation as outlined in Article 7.1.f are additionally capable of the following after obtaining their Master’s degree:

a. Capable of analysing the role of scientific expertise in societal and political decision making with regard to socio-scientific issues

b. Capable of designing and conducting independent and methodologically sound social research at the interface of science and society and capable of contributing to academic research

c. Capable of understanding and designing public and stakeholder participation processes in research and innovation

d. Capable of analysing, improving and evaluating interdisciplinary collaborations with multiple stakeholders, integrating different perceptions, interests and types of knowledge (experiential, professional and scientific)

e. Capable of substantiating and communicating the relevance of one's scientific discipline in society

Students who have chosen the specialisation as outlined in Article 7.1.g are additionally capable of the following after obtaining their Master’s degree (summary of the learning objectives as can be found in the Education and Examination Regulations of Radboud Teachers Academy, which is the leading text regarding the learning objectives):

a. kennis van en inzicht in de theoretische principes van het vakspecifiek denken, educatief ontwerpen, en de methoden en technieken van (vak)didactisch onderzoek toe te passen

b. een educatief ontwerp en een wetenschappelijk onderzoek op te zetten, uitvoeren en systematisch evalueren, daarbij een relatie leggend tussen (vak)didactische en
vakinhoudelijke concepten, het vakspecifiek denken van de leerlingen op verschillende niveaus en problemen uit de lespraktijk
c. aandacht te geven aan het vakspecifiek leren van individuele en verschillende leerlingen, en zich te richten op het ontwikkelen van inspirerend onderwijs
d. gedegen wetenschappelijke kennis van algemeen didactische concepten over het leren van individuele leerlingen, toe te passen en methoden toe te passen om zowel het sociale klimaat in de klas te verbeteren als ook te beantwoorden aan individuele leerbehoeften van de leerlingen
e. gedifferentieerd te handelen en het sociale klimaat voor samenwerking te verbeteren, en daarbij zelfstandig prioriteiten te stellen, en na overleg met relevante derden adequaat te handelen bij ontwikkelings- en gedragsproblemen
f. zich te richten op samenwerking en verantwoord handelen vanuit een heldere communicatie met (individuele) leerlingen en collega’s, en vanuit een eigen visie
g. een eigen professionele kennisbasis te ontwikkelen om het eigen handelen te verantwoorden en dat van collega’s en begeleiders te duiden.
h. de professionele kennisbasis en feedback vanuit de context (leerlingen, collega’s, begeleiders) te gebruiken voor het evalueren en sturen van de eigen professionele ontwikkeling
i. een eigen identiteit te ontwikkelen in de context van het eigen handelen, externe kaders en ethische dilemma’s

Article 6b. Honours
In addition to Article 4.13 the Master’s programme uses the following factors when awarding honours:

1. The following criteria have to be met when awarding the honours of “cum laude”:
   - the weighted average grade, taking into consideration distribution of ECs, of all examination components less than 20 EC should, before rounding off the final grade, be larger than or equal to 8.0
   - the weighted average grade, taking into consideration distribution of ECs, of all examination components larger than or equal to 20 EC should, before rounding off the final grade, be larger than or equal to 8.0

2. The following criteria have to be met when awarding the honours of “summa cum laude”:
   - the weighted average grade, taking into consideration distribution of ECs, of all examination components less than 20 EC should, before rounding off the final grade, be larger than or equal to 9.0
   - the weighted average grade, taking into consideration distribution of ECs, of all examination components larger than or equal to 20 EC should, before rounding off the final grade, be larger than or equal to 9.0

Section 7 Master’s Programme

Article 7.1 Master specialisations

The student will choose one of the following Master specialisations:
   a. Adaptive Organisms
   b. Communities and Ecosystems
   c. Water and Environment
   d. Microbiology
   e. Science, Management and Innovation
   f. Science in Society
   g. Science and Education

Within two months after the start of the Master’s programme, the student will give notice of their preference of specialisation.
Abovementioned specialisations are comprised of the components as described in Article 7.1.1 and 7.1.3 and associated study load of in total 120 EC.

**Article 7.1.1** The following applies to the specialisations as referred to in section 7.1, clauses a, b, and c:

1. Two science internships on university level, worth a minimum of 36 EC.

The internship is assessed by the "Format Assessment Internship", a standard form which can be found on the Institute for Biosciences website. One of these two internships can be completed externally. With the Examination Board’s permission, both internships can be completed externally, provided that they are completed at different research groups. Supervision of the second internship by the same supervisor as the first internship is not permitted, with the exception of external internships at another university or institute.

1a. Students of the specialisation Adaptive Organisms should complete at least one internship supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the following research groups at the Institute for Water and Wetland Research of Radboud University:
   - Animal ecology and ecophysiology
   - Aquatic ecology and environmental biology
   - Molecular Interaction Ecology
   - Experimental plant ecology
   - Microbiology
   - Molecular plant physiology
   - Organismal animal physiology

1b. Students of the specialisation Communities and Ecosystems should complete at least one internship supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the following research groups at the Institute for Water and Wetland Research of Radboud University:
   - Animal ecology and ecophysiology
   - Aquatic ecology and environmental biology
   - Molecular Interaction Ecology
   - Environmental studies
   - Experimental plant ecology
   - Microbiology
   - Organismal animal physiology

1c. Students of the specialisation Water and Environment should complete at least one internship supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the following research groups at the Institute for Water and Wetland Research of Radboud University:
   - Animal ecology and ecophysiology
   - Aquatic ecology and environmental biology
   - Environmental studies
   - Experimental plant ecology
   - Microbiology

1d. Students of the specialisation Microbiology should complete at least one internship supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the following research groups at the Institute for Water and Wetland Research of Radboud University or at Radboud University Medical Centre:
   - Microbiology
   - Laboratory of Pediatric Infectious Diseases
   - Internal medicine (research group Mechanisms of inflammatory diseases)
2. Biosciences Master's courses worth a total of 15 EC. The following courses, per specialisation, are required:

2a. Adaptive organisms
   a. NWI-BM036A Orientation in biology and environmental sciences (3 ec)
   b. NWI-BM060B Quantitative conservation biology (3 ec)
   c. NWI-BM010C Advanced adaptation physiology (3 ec)
   d. NWI-BM014D Microbiology of wetland ecosystems (3 ec)
   e. NWI-BM035B Molecular physiology of plant stress adaptation (3 ec)

2b. Communities and ecosystems
   a. NWI-BM036A Orientation in biology and environmental sciences (3 ec)
   b. NWI-BM060B Quantitative Conservation Biology (3 ec)
   c. NWI-BM039A Management of ecosystems (3 ec)
   d. NWI-BM040A Biodiversity and ecological assessment (3 ec)
      or NWI-BM014D Microbiology of wetland ecosystems (3 ec)
   e. NWI-MM002A Ecological and environmental modelling (3 ec)

2c. Water and Environment
   a. NWI-BM036A Orientation in biology and environmental sciences (3 ec)
   b. NWI-BM038A Ecological and environmental concepts (3 ec)
   c. NWI-BM039A Management of ecosystems (3 ec)
   d. NWI-BM040A Biodiversity and ecological assessment (3 ec)
   e. NWI-MM002A Ecological and environmental modelling (3 ec)

2d. Microbiology
   a. NWI-BM069 Introduction and orientation in microbiology (3 ec)
   b. NWI-BM063 Microbial physiology and metabolism (3 ec)
   c. NWI-BM068 Environmental microbiology and biotechnology (3 ec)
   d. NWI-BM065 Microbial cell structure and function (3 ec)
   e. NWI-BM067 Host-microbe interactions (3 ec)

5. Thesis (12 EC)
   To be completed: two theses worth 6 EC each on a biological or environmental sciences problem. In the specialisations Adaptive Organisms, Communities and Ecosystems, and Water and Environment one of the 6 EC theses may be replaced by the topical field course Alpine ecology (NWI-BM040B), the field course Ireland (NWI-BM048B), or by a similar field course organized by the Institute for Biosciences, also worth a total of 6 EC.

6. NWI-BM054B Portfolio Biosciences (0 EC)

7. Courses with a Philosophical Component (3 EC)

   The student may choose from:
   a. NWI-FFIL203B Bioethics for life scientists
   b. NWI-FFIL202A Evolution and the mind
   c. NWI-FFIL209B Environmental ethics
   d. NWI-FFIL214 Science and metaphysics
   e. NWI-FFIL212 Philosophy of water management
   f. NWI-FFIL205A Science and literature
   g. NWI-FFIL215 Upgrading the human
h. NWI-FFIL302 Philosophy and ethics in microbiology

8. Electives (with a minimum of 3 EC)
To be chosen from the following courses (all courses are 3 EC and offered yearly unless otherwise stated):

a. NWI-BM010C Advanced adaptation physiology
b. NWI-BM004C Apoptosis
c. NWI-BM040A Biodiversity and ecological assessment
d. NWI-BM038A Ecological and environmental concepts
e. NWI-BM002C Ecology and management of large rivers (once every two years)
f. NWI-BM032C Advanced endocrinology
g. NWI-MM002A Environmental and ecological modelling
h. NWI-BM008C Estuarine ecology (once every two years)
i. NWI-BM033E European vegetation
j. NWI-BM060B Quantitative conservation biology
k. NWI-BM024D Laboratory animal science
l. NWI-BM039A Management of ecosystems
m. NWI-BM014D Microbiology of wetland ecosystems
n. NWI-BM035B Molecular physiology of plant stress adaptation
o. NWI-BM021C Population ecology (once every two years)
p. NWI-BM041B Principles of systems biology
q. NWI-MM013 Research skills
r. NWI-BM034C Vegetation monographs (6 ec)
s. NWI-BM007C Working with radionuclides (level 5B) (2 ec)
t. NWI-BM063 Microbial physiology and metabolism
u. NWI-BM068 Environmental microbiology and biotechnology
v. NWI-BM065 Microbial cell structure and function
w. NWI-BM067 Host-microbe interactions
x. NWI-BM040B Field course Alpine ecology (6 ec)
y. NWI-BM048B Field course Ireland (6 ec)

9. Free electives (15 EC)
Consisting of components freely chosen by the student, 6 EC of which need not be topical (so long as they are measurably academic in nature). The remaining 9 EC must be scientific in nature (also measurably academic in nature) and must be approved by the Examination Board. The student may use this individual project to extend his or her scientific internship, to a maximum of 15 EC extra.

Article 7.1.2 For the Faculty specialisations, as referred to in section 7.1, clauses e, f, and g, the following programme specific components apply – worth a total of 60 EC:

1. One science internship on university level, worth a minimum of 33 EC for the Faculty specialisations as referred to in Section 7.1 clauses e and f, and a minimum of 30 EC for the Faculty specialisation as referred to in section 7.1 clause f.

The internship is assessed by the "Format Assessment Internship", a standard form which can be found on the Institute for Biosciences website. The internship should be supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the following research groups at the Institute for Water and Wetland Research of Radboud University:
- Animal ecology and ecophysiology
- Aquatic ecology and environmental biology
- Molecular Interaction Ecology
- Experimental plant ecology
- Microbiology
2. Thesis (6 EC)
   To be completed: one thesis worth 6 EC each on a biological or environmental sciences problem. The 6 EC thesis may be replaced by the field course Alpine ecology (BM040B), or the field course Ireland (BM048B), or by a similar field course organized by the Institute for Biosciences, also worth a total of 6 EC.

3. Biosciences Master's courses worth a total of 15 EC, to be chosen from the course combinations as outlined in section 7.1.1. clause 2.

4. NWI-BM054B Portfolio Biosciences (0 EC)

5. Courses with a Philosophical Component (3 EC)
   The student may choose from:
   a. NWI-FFIL203B Bioethics for life scientists
   b. NWI-FFIL202A Evolution and the mind
   c. NWI-FFIL209B Environmental ethics
   d. NWI-FFIL214 Science and metaphysics
   e. NWI-FFIL212 Philosophy of water management
   f. NWI-FFIL205A Science and literature
   g. NWI-FFIL215 Upgrading the human
   h. NWI-FFIL302 Philosophy and ethics in microbiology

6. Free electives worth 3 EC for the Faculty specialisations as referred to in Section 7.1, clauses e, and f, and free electives worth 6 EC for the Faculty specialisation as referred to in Section 7.1 clause g are to be freely chosen by the student (so long as they are measurably academic in nature).

**Article 7.1.3 Composition specialization Transnational ecosystem based Water Management**

The specialization Transnational ecosystem based Water Management within the specialisation Water and Environment includes the following components:

1. Compulsory courses with a total of 60 EC (at the Radboud University Nijmegen):
   a. NWI-BM036A Orientation in biology and environmental sciences (3 ec)
   b. NWI-BM038A Ecological and environmental concepts (3 ec)
   c. NWI-BM039A Management of ecosystems (3 ec)
   d. NWI-BM040A Biodiversity and ecological assessment (3 ec)
   e. NWI-MM002A Ecological and environmental modelling (3 ec)
   f. NWI-MM019A Integrated water management (3 ec)
   g. NWI-MM021 Social aspects of water management (3 ec)
   h. NWI-MM018A Environmental economics for water management (3 ec)
   i. NWI-MM022 Water governance and spatial planning (3 ec)
   j. NWI-FFIL212 Philosophy of water management (3 ec)

(at the University of Duisburg-Essen:)

   a. Hydroclimatology and sustainable water management (2 ec)
b. Applied hydrogeology and application (4 ec)
c. Hydraulics and sediment transport (3 ec)
d. Ecology and protection of freshwater ecosystems and aquatic organisms (5 ec)
e. Hydrobiological field trips (2 ec)
f. Waterborne diseases (2 ec)
g. Basics in hydraulic planning and hydraulic works (3 ec)
h. Waste water treatment (3 ec)
i. Flood management (3 ec)
j. River basin management (3 ec)

2. A project of 16 EC.
The project consists of a profession-oriented internship in the field of work of Transnational Ecosystem Based Water Management, but may also be completed as a short academic internship. The project should be supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the research groups of the Institute for Water and Wetland Research at Radboud University, of the department Sustainable Management of Resources at Radboud University, OR the project should be supervised by a university professor or lecturer from the Centre for Water and Environmental Research at Duisburg-Essen University.

3. A Master’s thesis of 30 EC.
The Master’s thesis consists of a scientific internship at university level. The Master’s theses should be supervised by a university professor or lecturer from one of the research groups of the Institute for Water and Wetland Research at Radboud University, or of the department Sustainable Management of Resources at Radboud University, AND the thesis should be supervised by a university professor or lecturer from the Centre for Water and Environmental Research at Duisburg-Essen University.

4. Free electives worth a minimum of 14 EC (measurably academic in nature, at least 8 EC of which should be Master's level courses)

**Article 7.2 Deviating Programme**
In case a student does not choose a specialisation, they have to submit a motivated request to apply for a deviating programme to the Examination Board. This request needs to present another programme consisting of at least 60 EC, of which 15 EC consists of Master’s courses and internship specific to the programme.

**Section 8 Sequence of Interim Examinations (see also Article 4.14)**
1. The course Orientation in Biology and Environmental Sciences must be completed either during the first year of the specialisation of the Master's Programme or as the first course to be completed in the following year of the Master’s programme. These regulations also apply for the course Introduction and Orientation in Microbiology in the specialisation Microbiology of the Master’s programme.
2. Neither the project or Master’s thesis of the differentiation Transnational Ecosystem-based Water Management may be completed before a satisfactory result has been achieved and/or an exemption has been granted for components worth a minimum of 45 EC of the differentiation.

**Section 9 Start of the programme**
Starting the Master’s programme is possible per 31 August. Later enrolment is only possible with the explicit approval of the Examination Board, stating that starting the programme at a time later in the programme is still a possibility.

**Section 10 Admission Master’s programme Biology**

**Article 10.1 Admission Requirements for the Master's Programme**
Without taking into account the conditions of Article 10.4, admission to the programme is granted to
students who meet the following requirements:

a. those who have passed the final examination of the Radboud University Nijmegen Bachelor's Programme in Biology;

b. those who have passed the final examination of the Bachelor’s Programme in Biology or an equivalent thereof at another Dutch university;

c. those who possess a Proof of Admission from the Executive Board for the concerning academic year (article 10.2);

d. those who have passed the final examination of the higher professional education (HBO) Bachelor’s Programme in a field relevant to Biology, among which the higher laboratory education (HLO) and Life Science programmes, and have completed the pre-Master’s programme WHICH APPLIES TO THAT INDIVIDUAL STUDENT in Biology, worth 30 EC, successfully.

e. For the specialisation Microbiology, a selection procedure in advance of the start of the Master’s programme applies to students as referred to in 10.1. b, c, and d, for whom admission will be based on a motivation letter, references, and an interview.

Article 10.2 Proof of Admission
Admission is granted to those who:

a. possess a certificate that is at least the equivalent of the certificate mentioned in article 10.1 paragraph a, b, and d;

b. in the opinion of the Examination Board, are capable of following the Master’s Programme; and

c. have proven to have sufficient knowledge of the English language, as stated in article 3.1.

Article 10.3 Admission procedure
Decisions regarding admission are made by the Examination Board on behalf of the student dean.

Article 10.4 Flexible Admissions to the Master’s Programme
1. The Examination Board may, upon request, decide to grant access to components of the Master’s programme to students who are not yet enrolled for this Master’s programme, but are enrolled in a Bachelor’s programme at the Radboud University and have not yet obtained their Bachelor’s degree, and who wish to continue their education with this Master’s programme.

2. The request for flexible admission can only be honoured when:
   a. The student has successfully completed the final examination (also referred to as Bachelor’s internship or Bachelor’s thesis), or
   b. The student has obtained at least 162 EC of the Bachelor’s programme’s components, of which at least the following are completed successfully:
      - Bachelor’s essay (6 EC)
      - Bachelor’s internship (12 EC)
   c. The student meets the admission requirements of the programme in order to successfully take part in the programme.
      For the requirement as referred to in clause b, ECs obtained by means of exemptions are taken into account.

3. The Examination Board will only grant admission to the programme if the programme’s capacity allows this. The components on basis of which the Examination Board have based their approval will be specified, as well as the time period that the Examination Board’s decision is valid.

Section 11 Transitional and Final Provisions

Article 11.1 Adoption of and Amendments to the Regulations
1. These regulations and any amendments to these regulations will be ratified by a separate order of
the Faculty Board, after consultation with the Education Committee and after having acquired the approval of the Joint Student-Staff Council.

2. Any amendments to these regulations will not affect the current academic year, unless the interests of the students are not adversely affected in any way by doing so.

3. Any amendment to these regulations may not disadvantage students by affecting any other decision that, in accordance with these regulations, has been taken by the Examination Board on behalf of the students.

Article 11.2 Publication
The Dean will ensure the appropriate publication of these regulations. Both the rules and guidelines adopted by the Examination Board, and any amendments to these documents.

Article 11.3 Precedence of Dutch Language Version
In the event of incongruity between the Dutch original and the English translation, the Dutch version shall prevail.

Article 11.4 Safety net regulations and Hardship Clause
1. In cases where these regulations do not suffice or are unclear or ambiguous, the dean makes the decision.
2. In special cases, the Examination Board may deviate from the provisions in these Education and Examination Regulations in favour of the student, if application of these Regulations would lead to unreasonable disadvantage or serious unfairness.

Article 11.5 Date of Validity
These regulations will come into effect on 1 September 2015.

As confirmed by the Faculty Board on 8 June 2015.
Appendix

*Code of Conduct with regard to foreign languages as covered in article 7.2 under c of the Act,*

The following Code of Conduct applies at Radboud University Nijmegen:

**Article 1**
Education and examinations may take place in another language than Dutch at the Radboud University Nijmegen if this is motivated by the specific nature of the program, the goal of maintaining the quality of the education, or the origin of the student.

**Article 2**
A decision to use a language other than Dutch is made by the Dean of the faculty involved, based on the education committee’s advice. The Dean will consider the following aspects:
- a clear need for using a language other than Dutch must be established
- in an English language programme, interim and final examinations will be held in English; interim examinations from English language courses will be held in English, unless the examination committee of the program decides otherwise
- this foreign language education must meet the same quality criteria as if the programme were in Dutch

Article 3
The decision of the Dean must be included in the programme’s Education and Examination Regulations.

Article 4
On an annual basis the faculty Dean will report to the Executive Board of the university on decisions taken with respect to the programme.
Rules for interim examinations

These rules of eligibility apply to all students enrolled at the Faculty of Natural Science, Mathematics, and Information Sciences, and concerns the procedures for registering/deregistering for interim examinations, as well as the procedure for applying for extra interim examination opportunities.

1. Students have two interim examination opportunities for every component.
2. Registration for a course in Osiris means that the student is automatically registered for the first exam opportunity.
3. In deviation of clause 2, students are obliged to register for other interim examinations via Osiris, no later than 7 days before the examination.
4. Students can deregister for the examination up until 1 day before the exam on Osiris.
5. Students can also deregister in person at the Student Service Desk of the Education and Examination administration, or via email (studentinfo@science.ru.nl) up until 1 hour after the examination has started.
6. If a student does not take part in the exam without timely deregistration, the missed exam will count as one of the two possibilities. This will be marked as ND in the examination registration.
7. If the student can demonstrate that he/she was unable to cancel participation in an examination due to circumstances beyond his or her control, the Examination Board can decide not to count the examination as an official attempt. The examination registration will then be removed from OSIRIS Student by the faculty administration.
8. If, after two attempts, the student has still not passed the examination, written consent of the lecturer and Examination Board is required for each other examination opportunity. For this purpose, an application form for additional examination opportunity is available on the website: http://www.radboudnet.nl/studentenfnwi. The student must submit the signed application form to the Student Service Desk. Here, the student will be registered for their examination. The student can check their registration in OSIRIS Student.
9. These rules come into force 1 September 2015 and therefore replace the rules of 1 September 2014.